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Spin-resolved measurements of the Ar*s2p1/2,3/2
−1 4s1/2dJ=1 resonantly excitedL2,3M2,3M2,3 Auger decay have

been performed. The low resolution Auger spectrum, which due to cancellation between different multiplet
components should exhibit virtually zero dynamic spin polarization, reveals an unexpected nonvanishing
polarization effect. Calculations within a relativistic distorted wave approximation explain this effect as
configuration-interactionsCId induced. The CI generates experimentally unresolved fine structure components
with low and high total angular momentum, giving rise to asymmetric cases where the highJ part of certain
multiplets is suppressed by internal selection rules for diagram lines. In this case, only the lowJ components
survive with no partner for spin-polarization cancellation.
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Spin polarization of photoelectrons and Auger electrons,
the most sensitive probe of the magnetic properties of matter,
is directly related to the generally anisotropice-e correlation
during the electron emission. In particular, spin polarization
manifests itself via two physically different effects. The elec-
trons may be spin polarized due to polarization transfer by
circularly polarized light, but also due to the interference
between different partial waves emitted by linearly polarized
light. The transferred spin polarizationsTSPd is generally
large because of the asymmetricm-sublevel populationf1–7g
generated by the circularly polarized light. This is not the
case for the dynamic spin polarizationsDSPd induced by
linearly or even unpolarized light. The latter is related to the
fact that photons are generally aligned due to their transver-
sal character. The DSP shows higher values only if certain
conditions concerning the number of contributing partial
waves and their relative phase shifts are fulfilledf6,8g. Par-
ticularly, a fully resolved fine structure has been hitherto rec-
ognized as a prerequisite for a nonvanishing DSP in a non-
relativistic approximation. We report on the first
experimental analysis and theoretical interpretation of both
types of spin polarization in one Auger spectrum, here the
prominentLMM spectrum of Ar.

Resonant Auger decay from 2p-excited argon atoms is a
showcase for large TSP but vanishing DSP. The first may be
understood from the close similarity withd-shell photoion-
ization, particularly the case withf-wave suppression. The

reason for the very small DSP is twofold: on one hand it is in
accordance with recently derived propensity rulesf8g, show-
ing that for most resonant Auger transitions, due to parity
arguments, their partial waves are emitted with equal orbital
angular momentum, hence, having very small phase differ-
ences that, in turn, diminishes the DSP. This vanishing rela-
tivistic phase shift situation is also known from photoioniza-
tion f4g. Our measurements performed at the Advanced Light
Source sALSd in Berkeley and our calculations obtained
within a relativistic distorted wave approximationsRDWAd
corroborate these assumptions. On the other hand, the differ-
ent fine structure components tend to cancel their spin polar-
ization with respect to each other due to the requirement of
vanishing DSP for the whole multiplet in pureLS coupling.
This is because all spin polarization effects are mediated via
the spin orbit interactionf9–13g. As a consequence, nonre-
solved fine structure components should exhibit almost no
measurable DSP. Therefore, virtually no DSP is expected for
a light element such as argon, i.e., the resonantL2,3M2,3M2,3
Auger spectrum following the Ar*s2p1/2,3/2

−1 4s1/2dJ=1 excita-
tion with linearly polarized light. However, the experimental
low resolution spectra exhibit measurable DSP, at least for
one unresolved group of lines. We have been able to explain
this unexpected occurrence of DSP by strong configuration
interactionsCId in the final ionic state. Our work represents a
combined experimental and theoretical demonstration of a
mechanism that gives rise to the DSP of unresolved Auger
lines.

Defining the reaction plane by the incoming synchrotron
beam axis and the direction of the Auger emission, both DSP
and TSP can be related to the in-reaction plane component of
the spin polarization vector perpendicular to the direction of
Auger emissionf14g. Describing the resonant Auger transi-
tions in the well-observed two-step modelf15g, the DSP and
TSP factorize into a set of alignment and orientation param-
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eters containing solely the dynamics of the primary excita-
tion, and angular distribution and spin polarization param-
eters describing the dynamics of the resonant Auger decay.

In our case, measuring the DSP after photoexcitation with
a linearly polarized photon beam yields the advantage of a
maximum alignmentA20=−Î2 f16g in the polarization refer-
ence system, and the component of the spin polarization vec-
tor may be written assseef14gd

Pdynsu,fd =
− 3j2 sins2fdsinu

Î2 + a2fP2scosud − 3
2 coss2fdsin2 ug

, s1d

where P2scosud denotes the second Legendre polynomial
andu is the angle between the synchrotron beam axis and the
direction of the Auger emission whilef gives the angle be-
tween the reaction plane and the oscillation plane of the elec-
tric field vector, which coincides with the synchrotron stor-
age ring plane.j2 and a2 are the dynamic spin polarization
and angular anisotropy parameters, respectively. The spin-
polarization parameterj2 has not been uniquely defined in
the literature, e.g.,f6,8–10g. We use here the expression
given by Lohmannf8g, which is based on a somewhat dif-
ferent separation between the spin polarization parameter
and the angular part. An expression fora2 is given in f17g.
These parameters consist of coherent sums over products of
partial wave Auger transition amplitudes multiplied by their
corresponding phase shift differences and related Clebsch-
Gordan and Wigner coefficients.

Our experiment has been performed in the emission ref-
erence system under the fixed geometryuexp=90° andfexp
=135°. Insertinguexp,fexp into Eq. s1d we obtain the DSP as

Pdynsuexp,fexpd = s6j2d/s2Î2 − a2d. s2d

Similarly, for a fully circularly polarized photon beam, the
TSP can be related to the same component of the spin polar-
ization vector which yields

ptranssud = sÎ3j1 sinud/fÎ2 + a2P2scosudg, s3d

wherej1 refers to as the transferred spin-polarization param-
eter f5g. The TSP becomes independent of the azimuthal
anglef because the combined photonic and target system,
where the latter has been assumed as unpolarized, is axially
symmetric with respect to the synchrotron beam axis.

Thus, the TSP can be measured under the same solid
angle as the DSP, i.e.,uexp=90°, whilefexp becomes redun-
dant, which yields

ptranssuexpd = s2Î3j1d/s2Î2 − a2d. s4d

Our numerical data have been obtained employing a rela-
tivistic distorted wave approximationsRDWAd. Here, the
bound state wave functions of the excited intermediate and
the ionized final state of the atom are constructed using the
multiconfigurational Dirac-FocksMCDFd computer code of
Grantet al. f18g. Intermediate coupling has been taken into
account where the mixing coefficients have been calculated
applying the average level calculation modesseef18gd. The
calculation of the Auger transition matrix elements has been
done applying a relaxed orbital method. Thus, the bound
electron wave functions of the intermediate state are calcu-

lated in the field of the excited atom, whereas the bound
electron wave functions of the final state are calculated in the
field of the singly ionized atom.

The atomic state functionsASFd of the intermediate ex-
cited and the singly ionized final state have been constructed
as linear combinations of configuration state functionssCSFd

ucasPJMdl = o
r=1

nc

crsadugrPJMl. s5d

The configuration statesugrPJMl are constructed from anti-
symmetrized products of Dirac orbitals, which are eigen-
states of the totalsone-electrond angular momentum and par-
ity. The labelgr distinguishes the occupation of the different
subshells and angular coupling schemesssee Grantf19g for
further detailsd. nc is the number of CSF included in the
expansion andcrsad, r =1, . . . ,nc, are the configuration mix-
ing coefficients for the statea.

The intermediate excited state has been generated as a
linear combination from the five possiblej j -coupled
Ar*s2p1/2,3/2

−1 4s1/2dJ=1 and Ar*s2p1/2,3/2
−1 3d3/2,5/2dJ=1 CSF. We

find the Ar*s2p3/2
−1 4s1/2dJ=1 and Ar*s2p1/2

−1 4s1/2dJ=1 ASF as al-
most pure states.

Two calculations have been performed for the final ionic
state. In calculationsad a basis set of eight CSF has been
used to generate the final state ASF from the possible linear
combinations of the Ar+s3p1/2,3/2

−2 4s1/2d j j -coupled statess8
CSF-CId. Since this approach has not been able to reveal all
lines of the spectrumf20,21g our calculationsbd accounts for
all j j -coupled Ar+s3p1/2,3/2

−2 3d3/2,5/2d CSF, too. Thus, a basis
of 36 CSF has been used to generate the final state ASFs36
CSF-CId.

Eventually, the continuum wave function of the Auger
electron is evaluated by solving the Dirac equation with an
intermediate coupling potential where electron exchange
with the continuum has been taken into account. The inter-
mediate coupling potential is constructed from the mixed
CSF of the final ionic state. Thereby we take into account,
that the ejected electron moves within the field of the re-
sidual ion. With this, the Auger transition matrix elements
are obtained for calculating the relevant angular anisotropy
and spin polarization parameters, respectively. Note, that
both are not functions of the transition matrix elements, only
but explicitly depend on the scattering phases. Further infor-
mation may be found inf5,7g.

We have measured the spin-resolved electron spectra of
the Ar 2p3/2→4s1/2 and Ar 2p1/2→4s1/2 autoionization reso-
nances. The experiment has been performed at the ALS op-
erating in two-bunch mode, utilizing the elliptically polariz-
ing undulatorsEPUd at Beamline 4.0.2f22g. The EPU was
set to deliver 100% circularly or linearly polarized light at all
used photon energies. Electron energy analysis has been per-
formed using a time-of-flightsTOFd spectrometer, collecting
electrons emitted at 45° with respect to the storage ring plane
f27g in the direction perpendicular to the photon propagation.
A spherical Mott polarimeter of the Rice type, operated at
25 kV, mounted at the end of the TOF has been used to carry
out the electron spin polarization analysisf23–25g. The ge-
ometry of the experiment has been chosen to measure the
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polarization of the spin components of the electrons along
the photon propagation directionf26g. The instrumental
asymmetries of the Mott polarimeter have been eliminated
by reversing the helicity in the case of circularly polarized
light and switching the polarization from horizontal to verti-
cal in the case of linearly polarized light. The transferred and
dynamic electron spin polarizations, corresponding to
ptranssuexp=90°d and pdynsuexp=90° ,fexp=135°d, respec-
tively, can be calculated from the four measured intensities
I1
+, I1

−, I2
+, andI2

− as follows:

ptrans,dynsuexp,fexpd =
1

Sef f

ÎI1
+I2

− − ÎI1
−I2

+

ÎI1
+I2

− + ÎI1
−I2

+
. s6d

The lower index denotes the multichannel platessMCPd of
the Mott detector and the upper index stands for the helicity,
respectively the horizontal or vertical polarization of the
light. Sef f describes the analyzing power of the polarimeter
sthe effective Sherman functiond, which has been determined

to be Sef f=0.13s3d. Measurement of the DSP and TSP has
been achieved arranging MCP1 and MCP2 perpendicular to
the reaction plane using linearly and circularly polarized
light for the DSP and TSP, respectively. A more detailed
description of the experiment and the analysis is given by
Snell et al. f26g.

Using Eqs.s2d and s4d we have been able to plot the
spin-up and spin-down partial intensities of the spectrum.
Our results are shown in Figs. 1sad and 1sbd for the spin-
resolved spectrum for the TSP and in Figs. 1scd and 1sdd for
the spin-resolved DSP spectrum of theL2,3M2,3M2,3 Auger
decay for the excited intermediate argons2p1/2

−1 4s1/2dJ=1 and
s2p3/2

−1 4s1/2dJ=1 states, respectively, along with the results of
the extended 36 CSF calculation.

The spectrum has been generated assuming a Lorentz pro-
file with a full width at half maximumsFWHMd=0.1 eV for
the Auger lines folded with the appropriate Gaussian line
shape. The partial intensities of the 36 CSF-CI represent the
calculated spin polarizations, as shown in Table I, but nor-
malized to the experimental total intensities and shifted by an
energy offset. A bar diagram underneath of the partial inten-
sities shows the integral values of the spin polarization for
the most prominent Auger lines. The filled bars represent the
experimental values, whereas the two open bars refer to our
results for the eight CSF and the extended 36 CSF calcula-
tions, respectively. Besides the generation of new lines at
lower kinetic energies, of which only line 3 is shown in Fig.
1 and Table I, the comparison reveals an unexpected differ-
ence between the two types of spin polarization, transferred
and dynamic; whereas for the TSP there is little improvement
between the two calculations, only—the eight CSF-CI repro-

FIG. 1. sColord Spin-resolved spectrum for the TSPfsad andsbdg
and DSPfscd and sddg for excitation with circularly and linearly
polarized light, respectively. Full curves: 36 CSF-CI. Circles with
errorbars: experimental data. Blue: partial intensities for spin up
sI+d. Red: partial intensities for spin downsI−d. The degree of DSP
and TSP for the unresolved group of lines is shown in the chart
underneath. Open diamonds: 8 CSF-CI. Open squares: 36 CSF-CI.
Filled circles: experimental data. The dashed lines in all figures
separate spectra taken with different resolutions and, hence, retar-
dation voltage.

TABLE I. The calculated degree of dynamic,pdynsuexp,fexpd,
and transferred,ptranssuexpd, spin polarization is given. Note, that
transitions to fine structure terms withJù7/2 are suppressed due to
J-dependent selection rules.sad Our tentative assignment of the ob-
served and calculated peakss36 CSFd of the unresolvedLSJ fine
structure terms.sbd Peak numbers are as assigned in the experimen-
tal spectrum.

Ar*L2,3M2,3M2,3 2p3/2→4s 2p1/2→4s

Final states No. Spin polarization %

sad sbd pdyn ptrans pdyn ptrans

us3p2f3Pg4sd4P1/2,. . .,5/2l 1a −0.30 −42.51 0.49 8.53

us3p2f3Pg3dd4D1/2,. . .,7/2l

us3p2f3Pg4sd2P1/2,3/2l 1b −0.06 −2.57 −2.38 66.31

us3p2f3Pg3dd2P1/2,3/2l 2 4.42 69.50 −4.07 −41.36

us3p2f3Pg3dd4P1/2,. . .,5/2l
us3p2f1Dg4sd2D3/2,5/2l
us3p2f3Pg3dd2F5/2,7/2l
us3p2f3Pg3dd4D3/2,5/2l

us3p2f1Dg3dd2F5/2,7/2l 3 −30.29 25.62 10.14 −75.88

us3p2f1Dg3dd2S1/2l

us3p2f1Sg4sd2S1/2,l 4 0.02 79.56 −0.02 −99.98
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duces the experimental data already very well, particularly
for the 3p3/2 excitation—the corresponding results for the
DSP differ qualitatively. In this case, the eight CSF-CI yield
a vanishing spin polarization over the whole spectrum. Rea-
sonable agreement with the experiment, showing nonvanish-
ing spin polarization for some liness2, 3d, can be achieved
only by employing the extended 36 CSF-CI. Inspecting more
closely the different transitions contributing to the spin-
polarized part of the spectrum reveals that the CI with 36
CSF, in contrast to the eight CSF-CI, generates unresolved
fine structure components with low and high total angular
momentum as shown in Table I. The 36 CSF-CI producesJ
components that correspond in a tentativeLSJ coupling
scheme to2LJ,J8

states withLù3 andJ,J8ù5/2,7/2.These
virtual fine structure components however, require nondia-
gram lines in the form of Auger satellites in order to populate
the high J part. Stressing the picture of Auger decay as a
two-electron transition, the nondiagram lines are normally an
order of magnitude lower than the corresponding diagram
lines, similar to the situation in photoionization concerning
main and satellite lines. Consequently, such a situation of
fine structure multiplets with a mixed diagram-nondiagram
character gives rise to the possibility of asymmetric cases
where the highJ part of certain multiplets is suppressed due

to J-dependent selection rules. Therefore, only the lowJ
components survive with no partner for polarization cancel-
lation. However, both the statistics of the experimental data
as well as the number of configurations included in the CI
calculations requires further improvements in order to quan-
tify the observed effect in more detail.

In conclusion, our spin-resolved, low-resolution measure-
ments of the resonant Auger electrons from 2p-excited Ar by
linearly polarized light has revealed a measurable DSP ef-
fect, which is in contrast to the hitherto understanding that a
fully resolved fine structure must be a prerequisite in a non-
relativistic approximation. It has been demonstrated that un-
der certain conditions this unexpected DSP can be explained
as a CI-induced effect in the final ionic state. This effect is
due to the quenching of the cancellation between different
multiplet components as a result of their asymmetric popu-
lation by internal selection rules for diagram lines.
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